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Case Report

Construction of a Novel Reporter Genomic Library
for Osimum basilicum Plant
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As a means of gene function, we industrialized a vigorous transcription fusion correspondent vector
to measure gene expression in plant. The vector, plasmid, was used to construct a haphazard insert
library for the Osimum bsilicum genome. Plasmid imitates in Escherichia coli and can be transferred
to, but cannot reproduce in, S. meliloti. Homologous recombination of the DNA trashes cloned in
plasmid into the Osmium bsilicum genome generates transcriptional fusions to either the reporter
genes gfp and lacZ or gusA and rfp, depending on the orientation of the cloned section. A database
containing all the gene expression activities together with a network boundary showing the precise
locations of reporter fusion junctions has been constructed. Arrangement study, and the plasmid
clones were recombined into O. bsilicum. Reporter enzyme activities following growth of these
recombinants in complex medium (LB) and in slight medium with glucose or succinate as the sole
carbon source allowed the identification of genes exceedingly expressed under one or more growth
condition and those uttered at very low to background levels. In addition to generating reporter gene
combinations, the vector allows Flp recombinase-directed deletion construction and gene disruption,
conditions on the nature of the cloned fragment. We report the identification of genes indispensable
for growth on complex medium as reasoned from an in capacity to recover recombinants from
plasmid clones that conceded fragments internal to gene or operon transcripts.
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INTRODUCTION
Construction of a genomic library involves creating many
recombinant DNA molecules. An organism's genomic
DNA is extracted and then digested with a restriction
enzyme for organisms with very small genomes (~10 kb),
the digested fragments can be separated by gel
electrophoresis. The separated fragments can then be
excised and cloned into the vector separately. However,
when a large genome is digested with a restriction
enzyme, there are far too many fragments to excise
individually. The entire set of fragments must be cloned
together with the vector, and separation of clones can
occur after. In either case, the fragments are lighted into
a vector that has been digested with the same restriction
inserted enzyme (Ampe et al., 2033).The vector contain-

ing the inserted fragments of genomic DNA can then be
introduced into a host organism. Below are the steps for
creating a genomic library from a large genome.
 Extract and purify DNA.
 Digest the DNA with a restriction enzyme. This
creates fragments that are similar in size, each
containing one or more genes.
 Insert the fragments of DNA into vectors that were
cut with the same restriction enzyme. Use the
enzyme DNA ligase to seal the DNA fragments into
the vector. This creates a large pool of recombinant
molecules.
 These recombinant molecules are taken up by host
bacteria by transformation, creating a DNA library.
 Below is a diagram of the above outlined steps
Figure 1. (Barnett, et al 2001).

Screening Library
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In order to isolate clones that contain regions of interest
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Figure 1. Overview of genomic library construction.

Figure 2. Screening of clones.

from a library, the library must first be screened. One
method of screening is hybridization. Each transformed
host cell of a library will contain only one vector with one
insert of DNA (Barnett, et al 2000). The whole library can
be plated onto a filter over media. The filter and colonies
are prepared for hybridization and then labeled with a

probe. The target DNA- insert of interest- can be
identified by detection such as autoradiography because
of the hybridization with the probe as seen below
(Barnett, et al 2004) Figure 2.
Another method of screening is with polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). Some libraries are stored as pools of
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Vector type

Plasmids
Phage lambda (λ)
Cosmids
Bacteriophage P1
P1artificialchromosomes
(PACs)
Bacterial
artificial
chromosomes (BACs)
Yeast
artificial
chromosomes (YACs)
How to select a vector

clones and screening by PCR is an efficient way to
identify pools containing specific clones (Barsch et al.,
2001).
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Insert size
(thousands
of bases
up to 15
up to 25
up to 45
70 to 100
130 to 150
120 to 300
250 to 2000

Is the fractional proportion of the genome in a single
recombinant
Can be further shown to be:

Types of Vectors
Genome size varies among different organisms and the
cloning vector must be selected accordingly. For a large
genome, a vector with a large capacity should be chosen
so that a relatively small number of clones are sufficient
for coverage of the entire genome. However, it is often
more difficult to characterize an insert contained in a
higher capacity vector. Below is a table of several kinds
of vectors commonly used for genomic libraries and the
insert size that each generally holds (Byrd et al., 1990).
Vector selection requires one to ensure the library
made is representative of the entire genome. Any insert
of the genome derived from a restriction enzyme should
have an equal chance of being in the library compared to
any other insert. Furthermore, recombinant molecules
should contain large enough inserts ensuring the library
size is able to be handled conveniently (moon et al.,
1999). This is particularly determined by the amount of
clones needed to have in a library. The amount of clones
to get a sampling of all the genes is determined by the
size of the organism's genome as well as the average
insert size. This is represented by the formula (also
known as the Carbon and Clarke formula):

Where,
Is the necessary number of recombinants
Is the desired probability that any fragment in the
genome will occur at least once in the library created

Where,
Is the insert size
Is the genome size
Thus, increasing the insert size (by choice of vector)
would allow for fewer clones needed to represent a
genome (Christensen et al., 1993). The proportion of the
insert size versus the genome size represents the
proportion of the respective genome in a single clone.
Here is the equation with all parts considered:

Vector Selection Example
The above formula can be used to determine the 99%
confidence level that all sequences in a genome are
represented by using a vector with an insert size of
twenty thousand base-pairs (such as the phage lambda
vector) (Iyer et al., 2006). The genome size of the
organism is three billion base-pairs in this example.
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Clones (Michelle et al., 2009).
Thus, approximately 688,060 clones are required to
ensure a 99% probability that a given DNA sequence
from this three billion base-pair genome will be present in
a library using a vector with an insert size of twenty
thousand base-pairs (Iyer et al., 2001).

Applications
After a library is created, the genome of an organism can
be sequenced to elucidate how genes affect an organism
or to compare similar organisms at the genome-level
(Raoult et al., 2004). The afore mentioned genome-wide
association studies can identify candidate genes
stemming from many functional traits (Wilson, et al 2005).
Genes can be isolated through genomic libraries and
used on human cell lines or animal models to further
research (Van et al., 2002). Furthermore, creating highfidelity clones with accurate genome representation- and
no stability issues- would contribute well as intermediates
for shotgun sequencing or the study of complete genes in
functional analysis (Blondelet et al., 2004).

CONCLUSION
In this study, we aimed to study the evolution of the SLP
gene family in O. basilicum. Fifteen predicted SLP genes
were present in the O. basilicum genome, representing
four different SLP families (Bjarnason et al., 2004). New
subfamilies within the proteinase K family were identified,
as well as a new family, the oxidatively stable proteases
previously thought to be present only in bacteria.
Phylogenetic studies showed that many gene
duplications and loss events have occurred during
evolution of the SLP gene family within the Hypocreales
(Becker et al., 2004).
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